PREDECT Protocols for Complex 2D/3D Cultures.
PREDECT, a European IMI consortium, has assumed the task to generate robust 2D and 3D culture platforms. Protocols established for 2D and 3D monoculture and stromal coculture models of increasing complexity (spheroid, stirred-tank bioreactor, Matrigel- and collagen-embedded cultures) have been established between six laboratories within academia, biotech, and pharma. These models were tested using three tumor cell lines (MCF7, LNCaP, and NCI-H1437), covering three pathologies (breast, prostate, and lung), but should be readily transferable to other model systems. Fluorescent protein tagged cell lines were used for all platforms, allowing for online measurement of growth curves and drug responses to treatments. All methods, from culture setup to phenotypic characterization and gene expression profiling are described in this chapter.The adaptable methodologies and detailed protocols described here should help to include these models more readily to the drug discovery pipeline.